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RICH HILL

By Claire Landsbaum

Rich Hill, Mo., is a tiny town 70 miles
south of Kansas City. But it could be
anywhere.

In their award-winning documentary
Rich Hill, filmmakers Andrew Droz
Palermo and Tracy Droz Tragos
universalize the obstacles and

hardships their characters face.

The film follows the lives of three teenage boys growing up in the titular town. Twelve-
year-old Appachey, 15-year-old Harley and 13-year-old Andrew are all going through the
challenges of adolescence, but each faces his own set of problems.

Appachey is soulful and imaginative but quick to lash out. He is equal parts kid and adult
– mature enough to smoke a cigarette and talk offhandedly about his dad leaving but
equally as likely to smash sheets of ice with his skateboard for the fun of it.

Harley, an enigmatic young man with a quirky sense of humor, lives with his
grandmother. His mom is in prison for attempting to murder his stepfather; they talk on
the phone every week. Although he struggles with anger and rebels at school, Harley’s
sweet nature and strength shine through.

Andrew, who lives with his mother and father next to the train tracks, has moved more
times than he and his twin sister can count. His dad is a dreamer with high hopes for his
family, but he can’t settle in one place long enough to offer them stability.

Despite the obstacles, Andrew remains hopeful and makes the best of every city his father
moves them to. With heartbreaking honesty, he confesses that he figures God is busy with
everyone else but will get to him eventually.

Rich Hill is an affecting look at an American dream that hovers just out of reach, told
through the lives of these three boys. Palermo and Tragos’ insider status (Rich Hill is their
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family’s hometown) gives them unprecedented access. Appachey, Harley and Andrew
trust them with deep personal insights and intimate scenes.

With soft lighting and exquisite cinematography, Palermo and Tragos’ cameras capture
all angles of the town and its residents. The film’s slow pace mirrors the rhythms at which
its subjects learn and grow. Ambient, ethereal music by composer Nathan Halpern
infuses each shot with a sense of progression and persistence in the face of obstacles.

In 91 minutes the audience meets, learns about and grows to love three characters that
walk the line between childhood and adulthood. They’re mature beyond their years and
brutally honest, but still have the capacity to dream. They imagine futures of endless
possibility. They retain hope in the face of an inhospitable world.
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